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Disclaimer
THIS EQUIPMENT IS NOT INTENDED FOR USE WITH HUMAN SUBJECTS IN ANY WAY.

Document
The information contained in this manual was as accurate as possible at the time of publishing, but is subject to change without notice and should not be construed as a commitment by A-M Systems. Changes may have been made to the hardware or firmware it describes since publication. A-M Systems, reserves the right to change specifications as required. For the latest information please check our website (http://www.amsystems.com) or contact A-M Systems, directly.
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Safety
This instrument is provided with terminal for protective grounding. Before applying power, verify that the correct safety precautions are taken (see the following warnings). In addition, note the external markings on the instrument that are described under Safety Symbols. Do not operate the instrument with its cover removed. Replace fuse only with specified type.

Supply Voltage
This equipment comes with an external power supply that is customized at the factory for line voltages of the county of destination. The required line voltage is indicated on the supply.

WARNING
Do not attach a line voltage that does not match the line voltage specified on the power supply.

Before turning on the instrument, you must connect the protective earth terminal of the instrument to the protective earth conductor of the (mains) power cord. The mains plug must only be inserted in a socket outlet with a protective earth contact.

Service should be preformed by trained personnel only. To avoid dangerous electric shock, do not perform any service unless qualified to do so.

Do not operate the instrument in the presence of flammable gases or fumes. Operation of any electrical instrument in such an environment constitutes a definite safety hazard.

Safety Symbols

⚠️
The product is marked with this symbol when it is necessary for you to refer to the instruction manual in order to protect against damage to the product.

**WARNING**
The Warning symbol calls attention to a procedure or practice, which, if not correctly performed could result in injury. Do not proceed beyond a Warning symbol until the indicated conditions are fully understood and met.

**CAUTION**
The Caution symbol calls attention to a procedure or practice, which, if not correctly performed could result in damage to the product. Do not proceed beyond a caution until the indicated conditions are fully understood and met.
Overview
The Model 2410 is an electrical equivalent circuit of several cell recording scenarios that occur during voltage and current clamping. This model can be used to train students in patch clamp techniques. It is also useful to test patch clamp instrumentation without having to worry about connections and pipette problems.

About This Manual
This manual consists of two chapters. Chapter 1 gives a description of the circuitry used in the Model 2410. It will describe which parts of an experiment each part of the circuit is meant to represent, but it will not go into a mathematical derivation of why the circuit is equivalent, this information can be found by reading the references. Chapter 2 is a description of a recording scenario that substitutes the Model 2410 for a real cell and illustrates how the cell simulator might be used by a researcher.
Chapter 1

Controls and Connectors

PROBE
Three connectors under PROBE are used to connect a patch clamp amplifier’s probe to the 2410. The BNC can be used with probes that have a BNC connectors. Note the outer conductor of this BNC is not ground, but is uses the patch clamps driven shield to reduce current leakage among the high value resistors in the model 2410. A ground connection must be placed between the patch clamp probe and the GND connection on the 2410. The other connector under PROBE is a 2mm socket, designed for mating with probes that terminate in a 2mm pin.

CHANNELS
CHANNELS switches are used to activate the equivalent circuit for their specific channel type. These circuit elements are only implemented in certain MODE positions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHANNEL</th>
<th>Active MODE positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PATCH</td>
<td>PATCH SEAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K+</td>
<td>PATCH SEAL, POOR WHOLE CEL, GOOD WHOLE CELL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na+</td>
<td>PATCH SEAL, POOR WHOLE CEL, GOOD WHOLE CELL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instead of using the switch to “open” or “close” the channel, a TTL level signal can be applied to the GATE input. Voltage levels above 3.0V will open the channel, voltage levels below 1V will close the channel.

POWER
Power is necessary for the CHANNELS and the OUTPUT portions of the Model 2410. However the Model 2410 can still be used as a non-active, non-monitoring model cell without these features turned on.

OUTPUT
The OUTPUT monitors the equivalent circuits membrane voltage with a gain of 10. This is useful, since patch clamping instruments assume that the clamping signal is the same as the membrane voltage. To set the membrane voltage close to the clamping voltage, the patch clamp amplifier must be tuned. By monitoring the output of the Model 2410 it is possibly to properly tune a patch clamp amplifier.

MODE
The MODE switches between the different equivalent circuits. The circuit descriptions are described in the next section, and illustrated in each figure.
NO CONNECTION
When the MODE switch is in the NO CONNECTION position, the PROBE input is not connected to any of the internal circuitry of the model 2410.

CLOGGED PIPETTE
A clogged pipette and a pipette out of the bath/animal will have a similar equivalent circuit because the only connection between the amplifier and ground will be the capacitance through the electrode (Ce). This means that only transient currents can flow through the amplifier.

PIPETTE IN BATH
Once the pipette enters the bath, there is an added parallel resistance of the electrode's resistance (Re), allowing constant currents to be observed.
**PATCH SEAL**

A patch seal is modeled by adding a series access resistance (Ra) that provides access to the cell, and a seal resistance (Rs) that provides leakage of signal to ground. The passive components of the cell’s membrane are modeled by a resistor (Rm) and a battery (Vm) in parallel with a capacitor (Cm). The active components are modeled by a switch in series with a resistance and a battery. The battery is set for the equilibrium potential of a particular ion and the resistance is set to give the conductance of the ion’s channel. In a patch seal the access resistance is very large compared to the cell's membrane resistance; as such, the active channels of the cell do not contribute to the response unless the active component is located within the patch. This activity is modeled by a small decrease in the access resistance, controlled by the PATCH channel relay (operated by the front panel PATCH switch or TTL controlled front panel PATCH GATE).
POOR WHOLE CELL/GOOD WHOLE CELL

Whole cell recording’s equivalent circuit is essentially the same as patch recording except for the important thousand-fold decrease in access resistance. The POOR WHOLE CELL circuit’s access resistance is 10M compared to the patch’s access resistance of 10G. The GOOD WHOLE CELL circuit’s access resistance is 2M.

OUTSIDE OUT PATCH

An OUTSIDE OUT PATCH’s equivalent circuit eliminates the active components from the patch. Active patch channels are not included because the purpose of this circuit is to differentiate from the whole cell circuit, since outside out patches are formed after a whole cell patch is formed.
INSIDE OUT PATCH
An INSIDE OUT PATCH’s is formed after a Patch seal by detaching a small section of the cell off of the whole cell. This results in an equivalent circuit that differs from the patch seal by a reduction in membrane capacitance (Cm) and usually a reduction in seal resistance (Rs). This results in an equivalent circuit with essentially no capacitance. The access resistance in an inside out patch seal is equal the electrical equivalent of two parallel resistors, the patch access resistance and the patch seal resistance, resulting in a value about half of the Patch’s seal resistance.
Chapter 2

Sample experiment

The Model 2410 is designed to connect to a patch clamp amplifiers probe input. It will accept a BNC, or a 2mm pin input. If your amplifier has a different input connector then an adapter will need to be made. The center pin of the BNC, or 2mm socket should connect to the input of the patch clamp probe, and the GND connector should connect to your GND connector on your probe. Once the Model 2410 is connected to your amplifier, you can start simulated experiments. Make sure the patch clamp amplifier is properly connected to a clamping signal source and the output is connected to one channel of an oscilloscope. Connect the output of the Model 2410 to channel two on the oscilloscope.

Set the MODE switch to CLOGGED PIPETTE, this will simulate an electrode connected to your probe, but not inside the bath. Use the controls on the amplifier to apply a searching clamp signal to your simulated cell. The resulting waveform on the output should have transients at the frequency of your clamping signal.

When the MODE switch is set to PIPETTE IN BATH, a DC current should now be visible on the scope proportional to your clamping voltage. If your clamping signal is 10mV and your amplifier gain is 1mV/pA then your output should be 5 volts. \( \frac{1 \times 10^{-3} V \times 10^6 V}{2 \times 10^6 \Omega} \).

By switching the MODE to PATCH SEAL, you can simulate the formation of a seal on a cell. The amplitude of the amplifier’s output should suddenly drop leaving mostly transients. However there should be a voltage offset of the clamping signal proportional to the equivalent cell's membrane voltage. Transients can be canceled using capacity compensation on the patch clamp amplifier. At this point, it is useful to start watching the output of the 2410. This output give the true voltage that the model cell is clamped at, which can be vastly different then the desired clamping signal that the patch clamp amplifier is sending. Switching CHANNELS PATCH to OPEN, while the mode is in PATCH SEAL will simulate a channel opening in the patch.

To simulate going from a patch seal to whole cell is done by switching MODE to POOR WHOLE CELL or GOOD WHOLE CELL. When you switch to whole cell there will be a dramatic shift in the DC potential, and large capacitance transients will occur. Compensation for capacitance transients is accomplished by using the whole cell compensation controls on your patch clamp amplifier. Here is where the 2410 can be the most useful for training on how to properly use these controls. As the controls are adjusted, you can watch both the change in the output on your patch clamp amplifier and watch how the true membrane voltage output from the 2410 approaches the desired clamping signal from your patch clamp amplifier.

Pulling an OUTSIDE OUT PATCH is done from a whole cell electrode connection. The Model 2410 can be used to illustrate the difference in recording output by switching the MODE from GOOD WHOLE CELL to OUTSIDE OUT PATCH. You should now have large long duration transients from improperly tuned whole cell parameters. You will need to re-adjust, or turn off your patch clamps whole cell compensation.
Detaching a section of cell membrane from a patch seal recording forms an INSIDE OUT PATCH. The Model 2410 can be used to illustrate difference’s observed when transitioning between these two conditions by switching the MODE switch from PATCH SEAL to INSIDE OUT PATCH. The main differences seen should be a small DC shift in the output of the patch clamp amplifier.

### Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT gain</td>
<td>10.0 ±0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giga-ohm resistor precision</td>
<td>&lt;20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other component precision</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum gate switching time</td>
<td>1ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Warranty

A-M SYSTEMS, LLC
LIMITED WARRANTY

What does this warranty cover?
A-M Systems, LLC (hereinafter, “A-M Systems”) warrants to the Purchaser that the Instrument, including cables, Headstage Probes and any other accessories shipped with the Instrument,(hereafter the "hardware") is free from defects in workmanship or material under normal use and service for the period of three (3) years. This warranty commences on the date of delivery of the hardware to the Purchaser.

What are the obligations of A-M Systems under this warranty?
During the warranty period, A-M Systems agrees to repair or replace, at its sole option, without charge to the Purchaser, any defective component part of the hardware. To obtain warranty service, the Purchaser must return the hardware to A-M Systems or an authorized A-M Systems distributor in an adequate shipping container. Any postage, shipping and insurance charges incurred in shipping the hardware to A-M Systems must be prepaid by the Purchaser and all risk for the hardware shall remain with purchaser until such time as A-M Systems takes receipt of the hardware. Upon receipt, A-M Systems will promptly repair or replace the defective unit, and then return the hardware (or its replacement) to the Purchaser, postage, shipping, and insurance prepaid. A-M Systems may use reconditioned or like new parts or units at its sole option, when repairing any hardware. Repaired products shall carry the same amount of outstanding warranty as from original purchase, or ninety (90) days which ever is greater. Any claim under the warranty must include a dated proof of purchase of the hardware covered by this warranty. In any event, A-M Systems liability for defective hardware is limited to repairing or replacing the hardware.

What is not covered by this warranty?
This warranty is contingent upon proper use and maintenance of the hardware by the Purchaser and does not cover batteries. Neglect, misuse whether intentional or otherwise, tampering with or altering the hardware, damage caused by accident, damage caused by unusual physical, electrical, chemical, or electromechanical stress, damage caused by failure of electrical power, or damage caused during transportation are not covered by this warranty. Products may not be returned to A-M Systems for service, whether under warranty or otherwise, which are contaminated by infectious agents, radioactive compounds or other materials constituting a health hazard to employees of A-M Systems

What are the limits of liability for A-M Systems under this warranty?
A-M Systems shall not be liable for loss of data, lost profits or savings, or any special, incidental, consequential, indirect or other similar damages, whether arising from breach of contract, negligence, or other legal action, even if the company or its agent has been advised of the possibility of such damages, or for any claim brought against you
by another party. THIS EQUIPMENT IS NOT INTENDED FOR CLINICAL MEASUREMENTS USING HUMAN SUBJECTS. A-M SYSTEMS DOES NOT ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR INJURY OR DAMAGE DUE TO MISUSE OF THIS EQUIPMENT. Jurisdictions vary with regard to the enforceability of provisions excluding or limiting liability for incidental or consequential damages. Check the provision of your local jurisdiction to find out whether the above exclusion applies to you.

This warranty allocates risks of product failure between the Purchaser and A-M Systems. A-M Systems hardware pricing reflects this allocation of risk and the limitations of liability contained in this warranty. The agents, employees, distributors, and dealers of A-M Systems are not authorized to make modifications to this warranty, or additional warranties binding on the company. Accordingly, additional statements such as dealer advertising or presentations, whether oral or written, do not constitute warranties by A-M Systems and should not be relied upon. This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may also have other rights which vary from one jurisdiction to another.

THE WARRANTY AND REMEDY PROVIDED ABOVE IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND REMEDIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. A-M SYSTEMS DISCLAIMS THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE, WITHOUT LIMITATION.
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